HAARP WEATHER WARFARE
THE HIGH FREQUENCY ACTIVE AURORAL RESEARCH PROGRAM
HAARP is a series of radio antennas in a geometric configuration that emits high powered ratio waves into the sky at the MegaHertz level. Energies atmosphere with high frequencies,
using radio waves to heat up the atmosphere and deflect it back down to earth. This technology could be used as a Weather Weapon to direct electro-magnetic waves into enemy
positions, strongholds or armies. It is estimated that HAAPR waves occur at the 750k Watt level. This is not to be confused with the weather ‘ring’ seen on Radar that are produced by
local stations for that very purpose but use the same principles as HAARP to alter and direct weather.
Other areas of weather modification is currently being developed for weapons purposes using lasers that concentrate direct energy to a single beam. These lasers require billions of Watts
of energy. How this functions is that the lasers target electrons in the atmosphere that loosens ions to create condensation of moisture, as in rain, lighting or earthquakes even. It has been
reported that in come instances HAARP can manipulate weather to the point of creating Plasma is what perhaps is used as a sort of in-between conduit between the physical and the
spiritual dimensions. This could be the very material that when energized at certain points and times, could lead to the opening up of the ‘vortexes’ or portals in the spiritual dimensions
that can provide access to time travel even.
Perhaps such knowledge is what will occur win the Bible describe in the Book of Revelation that the AntiChrist will cause 'Fire’ to come down from the sky. In scientific terms, it is just a
energizing of the molecules to such a degree of energy required that it strips the atmosphere of its electrons and condenses the ions to form lightening. In theory, it is possible and it has
been replicated in science labs but the mechanics is decades in the works.. Such entities like the Fallen Angle sand he AntiChrist will have this knowledge and ability on the stop as part of
what the Bible calls his ‘lying wonders’. That will be used to sway and deceive the world into his following. Vortices form in stirred fluids, including liquids, gases, and plasmas. Some common examples are smoke rings, the whirlpools often seen in the wake of boats and paddles, and the winds surrounding hurricanes, tornadoes and dust devils. Vortices form in the wake of
airplanes and are prominent features of Jupiter's atmosphere.
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In 2 Kings 2:11 Chariots of fire and
horses of fire separated and took
Elijah up by a whirlwind (vortex) into
heaven. And in Judges 13:20 when
the flame went up toward heaven
from the altar, the angel of the Lord
went up in the flame of the altar.
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The design is exactly the same as
the ‘Stargates’ of ancient places
like Ur, Babylon and Rome.
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The hexagram configuration also matches certain
avenues of Rome and end-points where prominent government buildings or where ancient Roman structures
once stood. The Obelisks are made of granite that have
quartz or minerals. In essence they are functioning as
antennas or receivers like a modern HAARP. They resonate frequency and energy, perhaps to a Star-Gate? This
is why the Pantheon is round as is the Vatican quad and
Popolo plaza.

HAARP is a target of
conspiracy theorists,
who claim that it is
capable of modifying
weather, disabling
satellites and exerting
mind control over people, and that it is being
used as a weapon
against terrorists. Such
theorists have blamed
the program for causing
earthquakes, droughts,
storms and floods, diseases, etc.
A vortex is a region where
the flow is mostly a spinning
motion about an imaginary
axis, straight or curved. That
motion pattern is called a
vortical flow.

The HAARP project directs a 3.6
MW signal, in the 2.8–10 MHz region
of the HF (high-frequency) band, into
the ionosphere. The signal may be
pulsed or continuous.
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Once formed, vortices can
move, stretch, twist, and
interact in complex ways. A
moving vortex carries with it
some angular and linear
momentum, energy, and
mass. In a stationary vortex,
the streamlines and pathlines are closed. In a moving
or evolving vortex the
streamlines and pathlines
are usually spirals.
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HAARP is an ionospheric research
program done with high-power radio
frequency transmitter facility operating in the high frequency (HF) band.
Frequency is used to temporarily
excite a limited area of the Ionosphere. In some cases, this effect
produces a particular layout is in the
Sacred Geometric pattern.

